Procedural Words
General
Pro-word

Meaning

Clear

End of contact

Over

Indication to a station that it is their turn

Out

Done listening; Will not be on the air

Stand by

Indication of a pause in transmission

Roger

Acknowledgment that a message has been fully received

Message Handling
Pro-word

Meaning

Break

Separates parts of a message

Initials

Signals a group of letters to follow
Example: “Initials A C E S”

Figures

Signals a group of numbers to follow
Example: “Figures 123 Main Street”

Mixed group

Signals a combination of letters and numbers to follow
Example: “iCom mixed group ID1”

Amateur call

Signals a callsign
Example: ”Amateur call A C 1 E S”

I spell

Indicates the spelling of a word
Example: “Terri I spell T E R R I”

I say again

Used to correct something you have previously said
Example: “Need 5 gallons, I say again, need 7 gallons”

Affirmative

Indicates “yes” or agreement
Example: “You say you need 7 gallons? Affirmative.”

Negative

Indicates “no” or non agreement
Example: “Do you need 5 gallons? Negative, 7 gallons.”

Word after

Used to request repeat of a word after another
Example: “Say again word after elephant”

Word before

Used to request repeat of a word before another
Example: “Say again word before zebra”

All before

Used to request repeat of all the words before a specific word
Example: “Say again all before storm”

All after

Used to request repeat of all the words after a specific word
Example: “Say again all after flood”
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All between

Used to request repeat of all the words between two specific words
Example: “Say again all between storm and flood”

Query

Indicates a question mark used as punctuation
Example: “Where is the shelter QUERY”

Xray

Indicates a period used as punctuation
Example: “Medical supplies needed XRAY Send immediately”

End

End of message

More

Used after “End” to indicate there is more traffic to follow
Example: “End two more”

No More

Used after “End” to indicate there is no more traffic
Example: “End no more”
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